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Implementing a Seamless Data Flow from the Mobile
Rescue Team to the Hospital Patient File
Klinikum Fürth has more than 740 in-patient beds and treats almost 100,000 patients per year
with a team of about 2,200 employees. The independent municipal enterprises serve as an
academic teaching hospital associated with the University of Erlangen-Nürnberg. The Central
Emergency Department treats about 50,000 to 55,000 patients per year. It has 28 examination
and treatment rooms. An interdisciplinary team of emergency doctors, specialists for internal
medicine, surgeons and neurologists as well as specially trained nurses use state-of-the-art
facilities and technology for optimum patient care.
In 2015, Professor Harald Dormann, Chief Physician and Head of the Central Emergency
Department at Klinikum Fürth, initiated a project to optimise the treatment of patients with timesensitive illnesses, and to treat them more quickly. In addition, the organisation and operational
structures of the Central Emergency Department were to be improved.

Comprehensive and Easy Digital Patient Pre-Registration
In Bavaria, all executing organisations of mobile medical rescue services participated in a project
called Telematics II. As part of this project, they implemented a standardised mobile computer
and documentation system. All patient data and medical details are recorded digitally in an
electronic emergency protocol. medDV NIDAmobile and NIDApad are the technological basis for
this. Professor Dormann has seen this standardisation as a chance to transfer protocols and other
pre-clinical data easily and to integrate this data into the information and data management of
Klinikum Fürth.
Professor Dormann describes the initial situation: “In the past, for patients who had suffered
a cardiac infarction we received a so-called ‘fax ECG’ from the mobile rescue teams. This fax
data was neither personalised nor technologically state-of-the-art. Thus, we had a more or less
readable ECG, but were not able to assign it to a patient or to compare it with preliminary
findings. Consequently, we needed a different form of a tele-ECG. With the Telematics II project,
the technological basis of medDV was already implemented for mobile rescue services. This was
the ideal link for us to retrieve protocols, photos and other pre-clinical data.”

The Solution at a Glance
The Organisation
Central Emergency Department
Klinikum Fürth
www.klinikum-fuerth.de

The Challenge
Improved medical care for emergency patients
with time-sensitive diseases
Optimising processes as well as the allocation
of employees and resources at the Central
Emergency Department

The Solution
NIDA for hospitals with the modules
NIDAarrivalboard, NIDAtracker and NIDAserver

The Benefits
More transparency in the patient
pre-registration processes
Significantly faster medical care for patients
who have suffered a cerebral stroke or cardiac
infarction
Optimised workflows

The Next Expansion Level
Complete information integration starting
with the import of the pre-clinical data of the
ambulance team and finally integrating all
information into the HIS and the E.CARE file
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Fast and Straightforward Implementation
with a Highly Flexible Team
Professor Dormann was the project leader and decided in favour of the medDV solution. The
Centre for Telemedicine Bad Kissingen (ZTM) was chosen as implementation partner. The
system was implemented in the autumn of 2015. The introduction of the solution ran fast and
smoothly. It was easily possible to transfer the data of the mobile rescue teams to the hospital’s
NIDAarrivalboard. After a three-month testing phase, the system has run steadily and reliably
since the beginning of 2016.
The training efforts for the hospital team were minimal because of the intuitive handling of the
solution. “Everyone who is familiar with word processing programs is also able to work with
NIDAtracker. Therefore, software training in the proper sense was not necessary. Our team was
instead informed of the processes that will change with the introduction of the new solution
and how the reported data has to be interpreted”, remembers Professor Dormann. For example,
emergency algorithms were implemented. If a patient who has suffered a cardiac infarction
is announced by the mobile rescue team, for instance, this emergency pops up in red at the
hospital monitor. At the same time, an acoustic alarm is triggered.
The changes for the mobile rescue teams were minimal, as well. Against the background of the
Telematics II project, all members of the mobile rescue teams were familiar with the data entry
and the creation of protocols on the NIDApad. The only new requirement was to activate the
data for the hospital with NIDAtracker. The mobile rescue teams learnt how to do this during
their regular training sessions.
The collaboration with medDV and ZTM was very efficient. Professor Dormann outlines the
collaborative work as follows. “The service orientation and flexibility of the team were
convincing. They were able to implement our individual specifications. Emerging issues were
solved immediately and comprehensively.”

Time and Information Advantage for the
Treatment of Patients with Time-Sensitive Diseases
When paramedics document information with the NIDApad at the scene of an emergency today,
this data is transferred digitally to Klinikum Fürth’s Central Emergency Department. It appears on
NIDAarrivalboard and NIDAtracker without delay. Important details, such as photos or an ECG that
was taken at the scene, are also transmitted. Thus, they are immediately available to the doctors
on duty. However, the physicians who are responsible for the triage at the Central Emergency
Department have the key responsibility. They lead the triage process not only for the patients
already at the hospital, but for patients whose arrival has been announced, as well.
“The team member who is responsible for the triage assesses the severity of an incoming
patient. If he is informed in advance about the arrival time, the illness of a patient and possible
risk constellations, he is able to prepare appropriately. For example, if we know that a patient
suspected of having suffered a cerebral stroke arrives within the limited period when a lysis therapy
is possible, we are able to consult a neurologist in advance. This specialist can immediately take
over the patient at the triage unit”, explains Professor Dormann. In case of a cardiac infarction, it
is possible to involve a cardiologist in advance and to prepare a treatment unit for catheterisation.
Hence, the patient can be transferred directly to the catheter laboratory when arriving at the
hospital. “By using NIDA, we were able to significantly improve treatment start and treatment
time for patients who had suffered a cerebral stroke or cardiac infarction. This time advantage is
of crucial importance for our workflows.”
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Improved Planning of Emergencies
by Using the Information Edge
The new solution enables the Central Emergency Department to better organise its resources.
Rooms and medical devices can be planned and prepared even before the patient arrives at
the hospital. The right medical experts can be consulted and assigned. Moreover, it is possible
to better plan break times and to integrate breaks into the daily routine. This is essential for
efficient personnel deployment planning and for the allocation of employees.
Furthermore, Klinikum Fürth gains another information advantage. If an announced patient has
been treated at the hospital before, the Central Emergency Department can inspect his patient
file in advance and receives decisive details with regard to his medical history, diagnoses and
medications.

Complete Integration with the HIS and the E.CARE FILE
At Klinikum Fürth, NIDA solutions are an excellent communication solution today. The next
expansion level has been in operation since April 2016: The interface between NIDAserver and
the electronic patient file E.CARE was established at the Central Emergency Department. This
means that the pre-clinical data collected with NIDAmobile can be transferred directly into the
hospital information system (HIS) via the E.CARE patient file.
“This is a quantum leap for us. At the moment, we are the only hospital in Germany that
has been able to integrate its processes like that”, says Professor Dormann. “This means we
avoid double documentation. Data is transmitted directly from the scene of the incident to the
patient file and from there to our HIS without medial disruptions. With this process, we achieve
continuous documentation without the need to gather data several times. This will have a
positive effect on patient safety and the treatment quality of our emergency patients.”

By using NIDA, we gain a major time
advantage for the patient in case of
time-sensitive diseases. Even before
the patient is delivered to the hospital,
we receive his pre-clinical data and
estimated arrival time. On this basis,
we can optimally prepare and plan our
resources and processes.
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